
Dear Black Girl at MA Boarding School, 
 
So, you go to an elite** boarding school now. Welcome. Say goodbye to the jollof, the 
cornbread, the REAL baked mac, the rice and peas, the oxtail, and the parties where people can 
actually hit dem folks. And if that wasn’t your experience, you’re still welcome nevertheless; but 
people WILL ask you to teach them how to twerk and it is your duty to do so... even if you look 
like a vibrating hunch-back in the process.  
 
Detailed in this letter lies the treasure to unlocking your colored, hidden potential as a black girl 
at an elite boarding school in New England. Read it, weep it, and keep it— 
 

1. —real. While your education is “important to your overall success”, the most vital thing 
on your mind is not that problem set. It’s your hair. Even if you’re rocking box braids or 
crochet, you’re still concerned about your hairline, your edges, how they’re quickly 
balding, whether your hair is finally growing after a solid 3 years, etc. Firstly, know that 
your hair is gorgeous, natural or not, long or short, and you deserve to be proud of it. 
Secondly, hair texture does not define beauty (@4c gang); ignore the urge to envy long 
blonde locks or 3a hair. And if you’re the type of person to always look on point, don’t 
feel bad for slaying to school after every break with a new style. That white boy who asks 
why black girls think they’re cute when they get a new weave doesn't even know what a 
weave is. You are hella cute; people like that don’t matter. Yet, the white girls who come 
back from the Caribbean with cornrows are so cool and creative!!1!1!! 

            But that’s none of my business. 
 

2.  We come from a variety of backgrounds, places and socio-economic statuses. (FYI: just 
because a black girl lives in Africa doesn’t mean you get to ask her how she got to the US 
because, believe it or not, airplanes exist in Africa too!! So you thought she was Jesus 
and walked on water? K.) You will, however, be expected to have friends mostly of 
color, unless you break the expectation™, are especially outgoing, and try EXTRA hard 
to be friends with white people. (Hot tip: using AAVE does not make me like you more. 
We’re not “connecting”.) More often than not, your money situation might differ from 
your peers, black or not. If you don’t have the money to go shopping, you don’t have to 
go. Be con$iderate of your coins. Shop in clearance. Embrace the yachts and the Chanel, 
but your worth is not your wealth.  

 
3.  Holding hands and smiling giddily, imagine yourself strolling with the boy of your 

dreams on the quad, you know, chilling in a hammock on a ‘warm’ 50 degree day, you 
know, doing New England prep school things. Sorry to burst your bubble sis, but unless 
you like the 6 black boys in your grade and they like you back, you not dating nobody. 

 



Colorism and racism run rampant here, so the black boys might not even like black girls!! 
The students rate women like this: white women, asian women, latina women, and last 
but not least, black women. The gag is: people with these preferences* (that are actually 
racist) are not worth your time. Black is and will always be beautiful. You might not feel 
the love rn, but you still deserve it. If you're Afro-Latina and light to Brown skinned, 
congrats! Everyone wants a fiery, sexy Latina. It's a shame they fetishize you more than 
they respect you. Oh well.  

 
4. Warning: you may witness a casual conversation or debate where students discuss 

whether your culture is your culture, or whether the n-word is offensive. You might be 
called a criminal for going to breakfast with your bonnet on. Fvck the h8rs. Whine if you 
want to, twerk if you want to, grind if you want to. Enjoying your culture ≠ being a 
hoe.™ Everything you do can be interpreted as loud, rowdy and “too much”: laughing 
with your friends, cheering on your friends, dancing with black friends, doing anything 
with black friends. Miss me wit all dat; Have fun and do you. The haters know where 
they can kiss it. ;) 

 
5. The aforementioned brings me to a set of very important points. Your class reached the 

maximum quota of color in a classroom: 3, and you are the black one. Nice.  Here are 3 
rules. 

 
1. Don’t play submissive solely to avoid being labeled “bossy or aggressive.” Your contributions 
and ideas are too valuable #blackgirlmagic. 
 
2. Confront racism you see in teachers and in students. If you see anyone snickering after a 
person of a minority contributes an experience or opinion, stare him straight in his ignorant, 
crusty eyeballs and confront them. Stand up for yourself against teachers, too (but more politely). 
You may choose to confront people in more private settings. Demand respect and embrace 
everything composing your identity. Hidden in beliefs and opinions lie more than meets the 
eye--they can be racist, homophobic, sexist, transphobic, xenophobic, islamophobic, ableist, anti 
semitic, etc. We don’t--can’t let that slide.  
 
3. Some unique people will literally have the audacity to ask you to speak for your race, but this 
is not required, nor is it outlined in your job description. When you’re mad, people call you 
disrespectful though you are simply arguing your point, also not in your job description. 
Correcting a crying white girl™ automatically makes you the “bully”, ALSO not in your job 
description. Mchew. Let's face it. Microaggressions exist in a variety of forms. The fact that one 
must pick and choose her battles aside, remember that you deserve as much respect and 

 



happiness as anyone else on this privileged campus. Love yourself, your melanin, and your 
smarts.  
 
You were admitted here, after all.  
 
Love and peace,  
Anonymous xoxo 
 
  

 


